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Monster Dog is B-style horror movie directed by Clyde Anderson. It was originally released in 1984 and is now available 
on DVD for the first time via Eclectic DVD and Jef Films. The movie stars rock n roll legend Alice Cooper and Victoria 
Vera. 

In Monster Dog Alice Cooper plays a rock star that has never made a video that he was happy with. After being away 
from his home for nearly 20 years he decides to go back to his family’s mansion to film a rock video. He thinks this will 
bring him renewed inspiration and help him get what he’s looking for. Alice (aka Vincent Raven) returns to the family 
mansion with his film crew only to find that the caretaker is missing and a pack of wild rabid dogs have the town paralyzed 
with fear. Or perhaps these rabid dogs are led by something even more sinister? Now that we have laid the foundation let 
the bloodletting begin! As with any B horror movie, cheesy dialogue and blood are in abundance!

Realistically, if you are a fan of B horror movies or Alice Cooper this is too good to pass up. Don’t go into this expecting 
anything even the quality of the original Friday the 13th because you’re not gonna get it. If it’s fun, cheese, gore, and 
some exclusive Alice Copper songs you are looking for then this is where you’ll find it! 

Reviewed by: Mark Fisher
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